







(Phonology of Dhimal Language)
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(Morphology of Dhimal Language)

Morphology

        









(Word) Morpheme’Morpheme



      ‘Morpheme’   Minimal

meaningful unit’

Morphemes are generally short

sequences of Phonemes. These sequences are recurrent but not all are re-

current sequences are Morphemes....Morphemes can be usefully described

as the smallest meaningful units in the structure of the language.”

David Crystal The branch of grammar which studies the structure

or forms of words primarily through the use of the Morpheme construct.”
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   ‘‘Morphemes can be identified only by comparing

various samples of a language. If two or more samples can be found in

which there is some feature of expression which all share and some feature

of content which all hold in common, then one requirement is met, and

these samples may be tentatively identified as a Morpheme.’’

‘‘Forms which have a

common semantic distinctiveness and an identical phonemic form in all

their occurrences constitute a single Morpheme.’’
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‘Imitative Word’
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(Syntax of Dhimal Language)
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(Winfred. P. Lehmann) “A sentence is a sequencee of Selected

Syntactic items combined into a unit in accordance with certain Patterns of

arrangement modification and intonation in any given language.”
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(Semantics of Dhimal Language)

           

(Expression aspect)(Content aspect)
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